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Third….Why do we need radars?
Radars are very important to the everyday operations
and security of a country…even though most citizens don’t
directly interface with them. Radars are used to ensure that
commerce flows freely between states, that citizens have
safe air travel, ship travel, the weather is monitored and
predicted, and the borders are secure.
It takes many very different kinds of radars to do all of
these functions and they operate in frequency band from 2
MHz to 20 GHz and above. That includes radars on the
ground, on ships, on airplanes and even vehicles.
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How does the US regulate radar operations?
Radar Spectrum Engineering Criteria
RSEC Chapter 5.5 of NTIA Redbook
Ensures an acceptable degree of
electromagnetic compatibility among radar
systems, and between such systems and those
of other radio services sharing the frequency
spectrum.

●

●

Promotes efficient use of the spectrum.
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Summary Table From Redbook Section 5.5.1
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Each RSEC category has unique
standards/requirements that have been developed over
many years. NTIA’s reviews and certifies that the systems
meet the US regulations.
What does it do?
The RSEC uses measured or calculated frequency
domain data, along with the waveform time and power
characteristics, to regulate how much energy or signal is
permitted in some bandwidth, and how much energy or
signal is allowed into adjacent frequencies or bands. The
following list is a complete set of regulations that are
applied to radar systems in Criteria B through E.
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RADAR CHARACTERISTICS
ADDRESSED IN THE RSEC
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Emission bandwidth (-40 dB mask limit)
Radiated emissions (roll-off & spurious mask)
Radar tunability
Antenna patterns
Frequency tolerance
Receiver selectivity
Image and spurious rejection
Local-oscillator radiation
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Same Radar Pulse in Frequency Domain
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RSEC Mask Structure
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Fitting a Radar Spectrum Inside RSEC Mask
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RSEC Measurement Procedures
 Detailed information is in NTIA Technical Report TR-05-420.
Here’s a summary:
 Measurements of radiated radar emissions are preferred.






Peak detection is used; proper measurement bandwidth is
critically important. Too narrow and measurement lacks
signal-to-noise ratio; too wide and the radar might appear to
fail the RSEC mask!
Measurement bandwidth should be as close as possible to
1/(pulse width) of the radar (or SQRT(B/T) for chirped radars
or 1/(chip width) for phase-coded radars).

As described in TR-05-420, the other trick to doing a good
RSEC measurement is to step from frequency to frequency
during the measurement, rather than conventional sweeping
of frequencies during the measurement. This speeds up the
measurement and allows dynamic range adjustments as
measurement proceeds.
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RSEC Changes and Developments
 NTIA has developed software programs that will provide
current and optional emission masks for the RSEC and ITU-R
limits.
 Identify, through measurements, emission characteristic of
radars with various types of output devices, signal processing,
filters and antennas.






Apply software program (emission masks) to measured and
calculated emission characteristics to assess compliance of
radar systems to emission mask.
Engage the radar manufacturers and radar output device
manufacturers to identify state-of-the-art capabilities.
Through the IRAC/TSC, in coordination with Federal agencies,
reach agreement regarding draft revised emission masks for
future radar systems. This coordination is in progress.
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RSEC Emission Mask Examples
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Airport Surveillance Radar
klystron output device (radiated measurement in far field of antenna )
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Radionavigation Radar
(coaxial magnetron without output filtering)
Received Power Normalized to Maximum (dB)

Radionavigation Radar without Filter
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M ask 2: , t=0.6, tr=0.1, B c=NA , d=NA , B c=NA , N=1, P RR=1125, FL=NA , FH=NA , B s=0, P t=25.369, P G=0., B n(-20)=7.308, B (-40)=25.311, S=30., X(dB )=80.
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Radionvigation Radar
(coaxial magnetron with output filtering)
Received Power Normalized to Maximum (dB)

Radionavigation Radar with Filter
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M ask 1: , t=0.6, tr=0.1, B c=NA , d=NA , B c=NA , N=1, P RR=1125, FL=NA , FH=NA , B s=0, P t=25.369, P G=0., B n(-20)=7.308, B (-40)=25.311, S=20., X(dB )=80.
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The RSEC is being reviewed in the Interdepartmental
Radio Advisory Council (IRAC) Technical Subcommittee
Working Group 1 with the appropriate DoD representatives.
Through the TSC, NTIA encourages Radar Systems Program
Offices and manufacturers can give presentations on radar
technology and developments. This information will be very
helpful to NTIA as the RSEC is revised.
When possible, the US also shares this information at
the ITU-R so that they can utilize NTIA’s work in updated
versions of their Recommendations.
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RSEC Under Review in TSC of the IRAC
●
●

Last major review of RSEC conducted in 1973-1977 time frame.

●
●
●

Trend toward solid state output devices.

New generation of radar systems more complex
 Waveform characteristics can change pulse-to-pulse
 Dynamic PRF pulse trains.
Increased reports of interference from radar systems.
ITU-R Working Party 5B (Radiodetermination, formerly WP8B) established a Radar Unwanted Emissions group to investigate
the feasibility of more stringent emission masks than contained in
ITU-R Recommendation SM1541.
 Work Program developed by ITU-R Working Party 5B.
 Ensure ITU-R limits are not more stringent than RSEC limits
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RSEC Changes and Developments
 NTIA has developed Matlab programs that will provide current and
optional emission masks for the RSEC and ITU-R limits.
 Identify, through measurements, emission characteristic of radars
with various types of output devices, filters and antennas.






Apply software program (emission masks) to measured emission
characteristics to assess feasibility of establishing a more
spectrum efficient emission mask.
Engage the radar manufacturers and radar output device
manufacturers to identify state-of-the-art capabilities.
Through the IRAC/TSC, in coordination with Federal agencies,
reach agreement regarding draft revised emission masks for
future radar systems. This coordination is in progress.
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Sample Screen of RCP
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NTIA RSEC Review and Updates
The RSEC is being reviewed in the Interdepartmental
Radio Advisory Council (IRAC) Technical Subcommittee
Working Group 1 with the appropriate DoD representatives.
Through the TSC, NTIA encourages Radar Systems Program
Offices and manufacturers can give presentations on radar
technology and developments. This information will be very
helpful to NTIA as the RSEC is revised.
The US participates in the ITU-R with representatives
from other administrations in the various Working Parties to
modify and update recommendations and radio regulations
that affect radar operations. Radars are operated in most
countries of the world and it benefits all nations when they
operate efficiently and effectively.
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Overview of
RSEC Changes Being Considered
● Add the following to Group A (Exempt from RSEC).
 Maritime radionavigation radars in the 2900-3100 MHz, 5470-5650
MHz, and 9300-9500 MHz bands

 Aeronautical radionavigation and radionavigation Radars in the 53505470 MHz band

 Aeronautical weather and wind shear radars in the 5350-5470, 93009500 and 15.5-15.7 MHz band

 Aeronautical radionavigation radars in the 15.4-15.7 GHz band.
These radars, for the most part, are not under Government control
and other regulatory bodies (IMO, ICAO, ITU, etc.) may have their own
emission requirements.
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Review of -20 and -40 dB Bandwidth Formulas
Review the necessary bandwidth (-20 dB) and -40 dB
bandwidth formulas for FM-pulse, coded-pulse, and FMCW.
 Reason for FM-pulse: The current RSEC -40 dB bandwidth
formula is very generous for large compression ratios in order of
10000. New formula with implementation factor has accepted by
Federal agencies and international community.
 Reason for coded-pulse: The current formulas for coded pulse
radars is a function of chip rise/fall time. The chip rise/fall time is not
relevant for minimum shift keying (MSK) modulation. systems. New
equation being researched.
 Reason for FMCW: Formulas have been developed,
measurements are needed to add implementation factor.
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Review of Emission Spectrum Roll-off
from -40 dB Bandwidth
Emission roll-off is a key element of RSEC, and some
and agencies are concerned about limits possibly being
needlessly strict.

● NTIA is reviewing emission roll-offs of current systems from
the -40 dB bandwidth point within allocated bands, and at
band edges. NTIA studies show that 30 dB/decade can be
met by most existing radar systems.
 Reason: To enhance compatibility between radar
systems, and other radio services in adjacent bands.
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Proposed Change to
RSEC Measurement Reference Point
● NTIA is proposing change of official emission limits
N

measurement reference point from radar antenna input
(hardline coupled) to radar antenna output (radiated).
 Reason: Compatibility between radiocommunication
systems is determined by the radar transmitter radiated
emission characteristics. Some radar antenna types such
as slotted arrays have inherent frequency selectivity
characteristics.

Also, the emission limits for radiodetermination radar
systems contained in Appendix 3 of ITU Radio
Regulations, and Recommendation ITU-R SM.1541 specify
the emission limits at the antenna output (radiated).
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Other Proposed RSEC Changes
Provide new and better official guidance related
to compliance with RSEC emission masks for
multi-mode and frequency-hopping radar
systems.
Provide new and better guidance for procedures
to address compliance with the RSEC emission
mask for radars that transmit multiple
interleaved waveforms single frequencies or
frequencies that are very close together.
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Related ITU-R Activities



Rec. ITU-R SM.1541-2: Out-of-Band emissions is being
reviewed by Working Party 1A.



Rec. ITU-R M.1314: Methods to reduce radar unwanted
emissions revised and approved by ITU-R in 05.





Many other ITU-R radar-related Recommendations are in force
that provide technical and operational characteristics and
sharing criteria for systems operating in frequency bands
allocated to radiodetermination service.
Recommendation ITU-R M.1177: Techniques for measurement
of radar unwanted emissions being reviewed by RUE for
possible revisions. In addition, see NTIA Technical Report 05420 for further radar emissions measurement techniques and
methods at http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/pub/ntia-rpt/05420/index.html
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NTIA Washington Contacts

Chairman of the IRAC TSC is Ed Drocella:
Edrocella@NTIA.doc.gov
Chairman of TSC WG-1 is Robert Sole:
Rsole@ntia.doc.gov
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